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INTRODUCTION
Search and rescue operation (SAR) is time critical -only a small window of opportunity exists to search out and rescue the disaster victims who are trapped [1] . Currently only a few rescue teams have access to specialized rescue robots that are durable and resilient to hazardous environments available in such disaster sites e.g. [2, 3] . Durability of the robot is important because rescue sites contain abrasives, corrosive fluids and vapour-borne particulates. Robotic platforms have been proposed for carrying load e.g. [4] but manipulators that can assist rescuers to lift heavy rubble are yet to be seen. A scalable manipulator design is proposed in this work, which can be deployed with existing mobile robotic platforms.
RESEARCH
Manipulators mechanisms can be classified as open chain [5] and closed chain manipulator [6] . The load carrying capacity of closed chain manipulator mechanism is higher compared to open chain (serial) manipulators. Also, these manipulators undergo reduced linkage flexure compared to open chain manipulator. The disadvantage of such manipulators is reduced manipulator dexterity imposed by the constraint of additional joints. Additionally, linear actuation of the manipulator can be more efficient for operations in carrying heavier payloads.
Design of the mechanism contributes substantially towards failure avoidance [7] [8] [9] [10] . The first step in design analysis is the preparation of the kinematic model, based on body geometries [11] . Then the equation of motion (EOM) is formulated. Dynamic modelling for developing controller has been presented in [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In this work, the dynamic model of the system is modelled by using Newton Euler method. However, formulation of mathematical models of complex mechanisms is tedious and error prone. Complexity of dynamic formulation is increased by the end effector interaction with soil [17] [18] [19] .
The high cost of friction forms a sizeable part of national GDP and frictional losses affect both reliability and durability of interacting systems [20] [21] [22] [23] . Introduction of nonlinear friction which occurs in the manipulator joints further increases the model complexity. Friction is a system property that depends on factors such as materials at the contact, asperity contact, interfacial roughness, contact geometry, load acting on the contact, lubricant, mode of lubrication and operating conditions [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . A review of friction in mechanism joints has been presented in [29] . Friction forces are non-linear components in the dynamics of the manipulator mechanism [30] [31] [32] . Friction in excavator manipulators with a focus on manipulator control has been previously studied [31] . In this paper, frictional forces and torques generated at joints are computed by using the combined equation for capturing the effects of Coulomb, viscous and Stribeck friction.
Another problem addressed in this paper is that of simulation parameters of the mechanism. In the past, several researchers have utilised simulation parameters which include mass properties of links in the mechanism from literature e.g. [11, 33] , because of the complexity of the process of deriving these parameters which increases with the complexity of link geometry. The use of computer aided design (CAD) to create virtual prototypes addresses this problem. The virtual prototype is created and simulated in multibody dynamic environments. However, mastery of CAD is tedious [34] . The schematic of the process followed in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 . Modelling and simulation improves the manipulator model for the intended application and results in reduced development cost and cycle time [35] [36] [37] [38] . A multidisciplinary approach incorporating manipulator dynamics and joint friction models is presented in this paper. Manipulator terminology is presented in the next section.
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE MANIPULATOR
Manipulator design specifications have been mentioned in Table 1 which shows the parameters corresponding to each link of the manipulator linkage. Lightweight aluminium alloy (Al7075) material has been applied to the main links. These parametric values are utilized for the dynamic simulation. The terminology followed in literature [13] has been presented in Fig. 2 and in Table 1 . The base and bucket links have similar mass parameters as shown in Table  1 . The manipulator kinematic mechanism has been described in the following section. 
MANIPULATOR MODELLING

Kinematic Modelling
The manipulator comprises three linkages joined at revolute joints having one revolute degree of freedom (Fig. 3) .
Fig. 3
Co-ordinate axis system represented using DH coordinate assignment approach [39] .
The motion of the manipulator is assumed to be planar. A point on the i+1 th link may be expressed in the coordinate system of the i th link can be expressed as [11] :
where two-dimensional transformation matrix 
Equation of motion
The following equations present the recursive rotational and translational velocities and accelerations for the links [13] :
) (
Eq. (3) represents the angular velocity of the origin of the i+1th frame represented in the i th frame and eq. (4) presents the angular acceleration of the same. Similarly, translational velocity and acceleration are given in Eq (5) and (6) . The rotational and translational kinematic parameters of the centres of gravity of the links can be expressed as follows [13] :
Dynamic Analysis
In this section, the dynamic analysis of the links and the dynamics equation have been presented. The dynamic analysis of links is derived from first principles as shown in Fig. 4 . The general form of Newton's equation can be expressed as [40] :
where represents the resultant external force, is the mass of the link, v is the velocity of the centre of mass.
For a planar manipulator, the recursive relation can be expressed as [13] :
The general form of the Euler equation for a rigid body undergoing rotation is expressed as [40] :
For a planar manipulator, the recursive relation angular momentum relationship can be expressed as [13] : (12) where M is the torque and is the central moment of inertia.
The combined Newton Euler equation can be expressed in the form given below based on [13] : ) ( For simplicity, Alekseeva model has been substituted with a constant load (FT=FN= 150N). Inverse dynamics simulation is conducted i.e. input consist of angular parameters and their derivatives with respect to time, and the output is the forces and torques. Friction force has been computed at the revolute and prismatic joints by using models presented in a later section.
FRICTION MODEL
Translational friction
Translational friction model for the actuation is described below. 
Revolute friction model
Combined revolute friction model comprising Coulomb, viscous and Stribeck friction are described by equations (16) (17) 

. The conditional equations for generated friction torque at the joints of the manipulator are given by [43] : 
MODEL BASED REPRESENTATION OF MANIPULATOR MECHANICS
The manipulator mechanistic model represented in the form of Eq. (1-8) and (12) (13) can be presented by the model based block diagram (see Fig. 5 ). The mechanism configuration block contains the magnitude and direction settings of the gravity force in the simulation environment. The 'environment' and 'root/ground' blocks are replaced by the 'World' block, the 'mechanism configuration' block and the 'Solver' block. Transformation frames are used to connect various bodies to each other and joints in lieu of direct connections, through separate physical signals. The solid block represents each body, is connected to this signal and contains editable data that is inherited from the CAD virtual prototype including the mass of the body, centre of mass, moments of inertia and products of inertia. For logging the signals generated in the system, the native physical signal, green coloured lines in Fig. 6 , are required to be converted to Simulink signals by using a conversion block. Similarly, the converse process for the input signals to the joints and the converted signals can be displayed by using a 'Scope' block. Selection of explicit forward/inverse dynamics or kinematics mode selection is not required for this type of simulation.
The computation of dynamic parameters is evaluated from the joint block. Selection of the appropriate numerical solver will ensure simulation accuracy. Numerically stiff solvers use more steps when rapid change in parameter value occurs. In friction models, the problem of zero crossing is encountered at the change of velocity direction and this is addressed by using the conditional/switching model represented by equations (14) (15) (16) (17) . The simulation block diagrams for two different simulation platforms have been presented in Fig. 6 . 
Simulation Input
Input to the simulation model is shown in Fig. 7 . The signal builder block is used to generate the motion input signal. The three blocks represent the base signal, the first and second time differentials of the input signals respectively. The transfer function is chosen according to [44] in order to overcome the abrupt changes to velocity and acceleration which would have occurred if a simple differential function was used. In other words, the differential curves are smoothed thus avoiding singularities in time differentials, which lead to more accurate simulations. Results of simulations are presented in Section 6. 
RESULTS
Input signals are shown in Figs. (8-11) . Comparison of two simulations are shown in Fig.  12 . Output parameters recorded from the simulation include the revolute joint parameters i.e. the revolute angles and its derivatives: velocity and acceleration are shown in Fig. 13 , Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 (a-e) . The translational actuator forces and friction forces computed using eq. (14-15) are represented in Fig. 16, Fig.  17 and Fig. 18 Mechanics explorer window displaying the simulation, the table on the left shows the model tree (e.g. base, boom etc.) is presented in Fig. 19 .
The four windows on the right display different views of the manipulator mechanism. The centres of gravity and the coordinate axis assignments for each joint of the mechanical linkage in the 'mechanics explorer' window can be displayed (Fig. 19) . The conclusions from this study are presented in the next section. 
CONCLUSION
The process of development of mechanistic models of complex manipulator systems is highly challenging. The design and mechanistic simulation of a mobile manipulator is presented in this paper. Computer aided design and multibody simulation method has been utilised in this work to conduct mechanistic simulation of the model. Friction in joints of links affects the performance of manipulator mechanism. The estimation of friction force in manipulator mechanisms is often overlooked. However, for manipulators requiring precise positioning and stable operation, friction force needs to be computed. The first step towards estimating joint friction force is to use a combined friction model for translational and revolute joints.
In this paper, novel simulation method for mechanisms using virtual prototyping in CAD has been presented, which accelerates the start to production design cycle thereby enabling rapid design iterations. Mechanistic parameters including kinematic parameters such as joint displacement, velocity and acceleration, corresponding to the input are plotted, in addition to the dynamic parameters for actuation and friction of the mechanism. The advantages of utilising this method can be summed up as follows: It offers (1) increased accuracy of computation of link parameters such as mass, moment of inertia, centres of gravity and radius of gyration for complex links' shapes, (2) ease of assemblage of the mechanism, (3) assignment of relationship between links of the overall mechanism, (4) ease of visual examination of coordinate systems, (5) capability to visually validate manipulator motion and checking for interference of links without incurring the additional cost of fabricating the physical prototype, (6) design refinement of the mechanism including modification of design, material assignment, leading to shorter product development cycles, 
FUTURE WORK
Simulation of the virtual prototype in the multibody dynamics simulation environment can be extended to a three-dimensional motion through the addition of an appropriate robot platform for the base, resulting in the simulation of a full-fledged robotic platform. Alternative end-effector designs such as a grappling attachment or hand [5] can be rapidly developed and added to the existing virtual prototype, which can be utilized to test and develop the control system for the robot.
In addition, the results from dynamic simulation can be used for further analysis of the link by using analytical tools such as finite element analysis to ensure reliable design. Friction and wear phenomenon in the joints will be investigated by using tribotesting [45] techniques and joint surface engineering will be suggested to improve friction and wear properties of the contacting surface. 
